maximize2040
A PERFORMANCE-BASED TRANSPOR TATION PLAN

Help us

for a

Baltimore Region

improve transportation
in the Baltimore region

for you, your family,
and your community
The Baltimore Regional Transportation Board (BRTB) is accepting project ideas from individuals and
organizations as part of its effort to develop Maximize 2040: A Performance-Based Transportation Plan.

It’s easy to share your ideas...
1

Add your idea to our online map at maximize2040.com
2

Share your ideas using our public project ideas comment form
Download a comment form at maximize2040.com and send it back to us by email to
comments@baltometro.org, by fax to 410-732-8248, or by mail to: The Baltimore Regional
Transportation Board Offices @ McHenry Row, 1500 Whetstone Way, Ste 300, Baltimore, MD 21230.

3

Send us a tweet!
We’re listening on Twitter

@Maximize2040

@BaltoMetroCo

#BRTBlistens

Be sure to send us your ideas by December 9, 2014

Tell us your transportation project
ideas
by December 9, 2014
We’re creating the next long-range transportation plan for the Baltimore region – Maximize2040 .
This process will help local government and state agencies choose what projects to undertake
by listing the major transportation projects that will receive federal funding in the years 2020-2040.

What big ideas to you have?
Add a bicycle trail or walking path in your community
Construct a new bridge or interchange
Build a new highway
Add a new transit line
Create a new transit station
Install a new bicycle lane on a local road
Increase the number of lanes on a highway
How the BRTB will use your ideas
The BRTB will consider all ideas and will share the list with the public. BRTB members will receive a listing of all public
project ideas by the end of 2014. In early 2015, the BRTB members will then conduct a process to identify the projects for
inclusion in Maximize2040. The BRTB will share with the public a draft list of projects, as well as a final draft plan, in 2015.

Your ideas about smaller-scale improvements (sidewalk improvements, bike racks, bus stops, etc.) can be
added using the 'Other' category will also be shared with decision-makers so they know that, even though
your project may be outside the scope of the Maximize2040 regional plan, you think it's a worthwhile idea.
Many of the projects that will be included in Maximize2040 are already included in other state and local
transportation plans. For example, the County Priority Letters sent to the Maryland Department of
Transportation each year include many of them.

Visit maximize2040.com to learn more!

